Set cover is one of the most fundamental NP Hard problems. In the traditional offline setting, we are given a universe U of n elements and a family F of sets. Our goal is to find a minimum cardinality subfamily of sets S ⊆ F such that S covers all the elements. When the sets can have arbitrary weights, we are interested in finding such a subfamily of minimum total weight.
Introduction
Suppose, we need to solve a combinatorial optimization problem where the inputs to the problem is constantly changing. In such a dynamic setting, recomputing the solution from the scratch after every update could be prohibitively time consuming. Therefore, it is natural to seek for algorithms that have fast update time. In their seminal work, Onak and Rubinfeld proposed such an algorithm for matching and vertex cover where edges can be inserted and deleted arbitrarily [20] . They provided a randomized data structure that maintains an O(1)-approximate matching and vertex cover in t * poly log n time for any sequence of t insertions and deletions over a n vertex graph. Thus, amortized over all the updates, the update time requirement is O(poly log n). This has led to a flurry of works on matching and vertex cover in the dynamic setting [4-6, 9, 10, 15, 19, 23] -improving the approximation factor and/or running time [4, 23] , developing deterministic algorithms [4, 6, 9, 10, 19] , designing beautiful techniques such as primal-dual for dynamic problems [8] etc.
The unweighted set cover problem significantly generalizes the vertex cover problem to hypergraphs. In the traditional offline setting, we are given a universe U of n elements and a family F of sets. Our goal is to find a minimum cardinality subfamily of sets S ⊆ F such that S covers all the elements of U . The natural greedy algorithm obtains an approximation factor of ln n for set cover which is also the best possible, unless P = N P [12] . However, if we are given an additional guarantee that every element can belong to at most f sets in F, then a factor f approximation is easy to design. Moreover, it is tight under the Unique Game Conjecture [18] . The special case of f = 2 is the minimum vertex cover problem. In the dynamic setting, the set system F is fixed, while elements can be inserted or deleted. After every insertion or deletion, we have to output a valid set cover. The time taken by an algorithm to output a valid set cover upon an insertion or a deletion is called update time, generally considered in the amortized sense over any prefix of updates [6, 8, 14] . Our objective is to obtain a good approximation for set cover with as low update time as possible.
Coming back to the special case of vertex cover, Baswana, Gupta and Sen [4] developed an intricate randomized algorithm to obtain a maximal matching, thus a 2-approximation algorithm for maximum matching and unweighted vertex cover in the dynamic setting. Their algorithm achieves a O(t log n) update time on expectation and O(t log n + n log 2 n) time with high probability on t updates. Building on this, in a breakthrough, Solomon gave a randomized algorithm with the same approximation ratio but O(1) amortized update time [23] 1 . For the case of set cover, Bhattacharya, Henzinger and Italiano proposed their primal-dual framework which achieves a factor O(f 2 ) approximation and takes O(f log n) amortized update time [8] . In [14] , Gupta, Krishnaswamy, Kumar and Panigrahy showed a very different analysis to a similar primal-dual based algorithm of [6] that achieves an O(f 2 ) update time, albeit with a higher approximation factor of O(f 3 ). Due to the primal-dual nature of these algorithms, they extend to weighted set cover-but the bounds do not improve even if one considers the unweighted version. In [6] , they achieve the exact same bounds of O(f 3 )-approximation in O(f 2 ) update time for the case of unweighted set cover. Current approaches for the case of hypergraph vertex cover (or unweighted set cover) only achieve O(f 2 ) approximation [8] and subsequent works were able to improve only the update time while achieving worse approximation ratios [6, 14] . On the other hand, in the offline setting, one can design a f -approximation algorithm for set cover almost naively. Set cover is one of the most fundamental problems in combinatorial optimization, and this gap in understanding the complexity of set cover in the offline and the dynamic setting is puzzling and unsatisfactory. In this paper, we give the first f (1 + ǫ)-approximation algorithm for dynamic unweighted set cover while simultaneously achieving low/similar update time of O( f log n ǫ ) for any ǫ > 0. The update time bounds holds on expectation and with probability 2 . Moreover, our algorithm is strikingly simple and different. It is based on an intriguing observation: if a deterministic algorithm is good for "random" input, then a randomized counterpart of that 1 all randomized algorithms for dynamic problems assume oblivious adversary where adversary in not aware of the random bits used by the algorithm. 2 For precise definition of high probability bound see Section 2.
algorithm could be good for deterministic input. Such a role reversal of randomization turns out to be extremely powerful leading to the first O(f )-approximation for fully dynamic set cover in O(f log n) update time with high probability. The simplicity of our algorithms is a virtue, especially given the fundamental nature of this problem and the amount of literature behind it. We hope the readers of this work will appreciate this aspect. The main open question that remains after this work is to reduce the update time bound further from O(f log n) to O(f ).
Related Work
In the past two decades, efficient algorithms have been discovered for many combinatorial problems in the dynamic setting such as matching [4, 6, 23] , shortest paths [2] , spanning trees [13, 24] , connectivity [16, 17] and coloring [7] . For many of these problems maintaining exact solutions is prohibitively expensive under various complexity conjectures [1, 22] , and thus the best approximation bounds are sought for.
Dynamic set cover is a generalization of the dynamic vertex cover problem to hypergraphs. It is a well known fact that a maximal matching also gives a 2-approximate vertex cover. This connection has led to a 2-approximation algorithm for dynamic unweighted vertex cover in O(log n) [4] and subsequently to O(1) amortized update time [23] . However, for unweighted set cover, the best approximation bound prior to our work was O(f 2 ) [8] . In this work, we achieve the first algorithm which gives f (1+ ǫ) approximation for set cover while simultaneously achieving low/similar update time of O( f ǫ log n). Set cover has also been studied under the online model which differs from the dynamic setting. In this framework, an element is inserted in every iteration and the algorithm should output a valid set cover after every update. However, once a set is chosen in the cover, it cannot be removed. The seminal work of Alon et al. gives an O(log m log n)competitive algorithm for it with a nearly matching lower bound [3] . Here m is the number of sets in the system. In [14] , they study the online set cover problem with both insertions and deletions while allowing the set cover to be modified with a parameter called recourse. Recourse is defined as the maximum number of sets that are added or deleted from the cover after every element insertion. Maintaining low recourse is much simpler than update time-thus the requirement here is more stringent. In this setting, Gupta et al. obtains both an O(log n) and O(f )-approximation algorithm for online set cover with O(1) amortized recourse.
Results and Warm Up: Random Deletion
Following the literature, our update time bounds are amortized in nature. In other words, the update time may be higher in a single input step but averaged over any prefix of input steps, they obey the bounds.
Let n t denote the number of elements that need to be covered at time t, and n denote the maximum value of n t over the prefix 0 to t, i.e., n = max 0,..,t n t . Similarly, let f t be the maximum frequency of elements active at time t, and f = max 0,..,t f t . Our main result is the following. Theorem 1. For the fully dynamic unweighted set cover problem, there exists a polynomial time randomized algorithm that maintains a factor f (1 + ǫ)-approximate set cover solution at any time with O( f ǫ log n) update time. The update time bound holds on expectation always and with high probability as follows. It is relatively simple to get a bound which says over t updates, the total update time is O(f log n(t+n log n)) with probability at least 1 − 1 n . This bound is good when t ≥ n log n. However, we can claim a much stronger bound here even for t < n log n. Our algorithm divides the entire update sequence into epochs and only update the solution at the end of each epoch. If there are n end elements at the end of an epoch and the optimum solution (OP T ) at that time is ω(f log 2 (n end )), then with probability
, the amortized update time over the epoch is O(f log n). Therefore, for all time steps t when OP T = ω(f log 2 (n)), the update time bound of O(f log n) holds with probability at least 1 − 1 n , assuming the total number of time steps is bounded by a polynomial in n. Moreover, when the optimum solution is O(log 2 (n end )), using ideas from kernelization [11] , we can also provide high probability bounds for constant f . Specifically, we just need to maintain a set cover solution over O(OP T f log OP T ) elements and this kernel can be maintained efficiently in O(f 2 log log n) time over element insertions and deletions. For example, for deletion only stream, with probability 1 − 1 n O(1) , the amortized update time is O(f log n + f 2 log log n) irrespective of the size of the optimum solution. For fully dynamic stream, over t updates the total time taken is O(t * f log n + f 2 log log n + (f log n) O(f ) ) again with probability at least 1 − 1 n (see Section 4.2, Remark 1 and Section 6). To warm up, we start with a simple setting where initially all n elements are active and then only deletions happen in random order. That is, an adversary picks a random permutation of all n elements and that gives the sequence of deletions. We have n = n 0 . As we show below, a simple deterministic algorithm performs well in this setting giving an O(f ) approximation in O(f ) expected time. This observation is at the heart of our subsequent algorithms that work for any arbitrary update sequence. Note that this is optimal within constant factors, as even an offline set cover algorithm would require O(nf ) time to run on n elements. Moreover, the algorithm can be extended to fully dynamic setting where insertions could be arbitrary and only deletions are random. The Offline Algorithm. Consider the following folklore algorithm. It starts with n elements of U being uncovered and repeatedly selects an element arbitrarily out of the uncovered elements. We use pivots to denote the selected elements. Then it includes all the (at most) f sets containing that pivot in the solution, and mark all elements included in those sets as covered. The algorithm continues until all the elements are covered.
The f -approximation of the algorithm is also immediate. To cover each pivot, the optimum solution must pick at least one of the f sets that contain it. In the approximate solution, we are picking at most f sets as opposed to one and we are always covering more elements than the optimum solution covers with just one set. We refer to this algorithm as arbitrary pivot selection algorithm. Dynamic Algorithm for Random Deletion. A simple modification to the above algorithm achieves a factor O(f )-approximation with O(f )-amortized update time for the random deletion model. In fact, we get a factor f (1 + ǫ)-approximation in O( f ǫ ) expected time for any ǫ > 0. The algorithm starts by computing the set cover solution according to the offline pivot selection algorithm on n elements. Note that it is easy to compute the solution of the offline pivot selection algorithm when n insertions happen. As element i is inserted, we check if one of its f sets containing it exist in the solution using O(f ) time (by maintaining the identity of the sets in the solution in a hash table). If so, we do nothing, else we include the element as a new pivot and all its f sets in the solution (and their identity in the hash table) . Overall, we need O(f ) time. We assume, we start with n insertions to pay for the O(nf ) time needed to compute the initial solution. We mark this as the beginning of an epoch, epoch 1 . The number of pivots at the start of epoch 1 is stored in a counter called total-pivot 1 . As the elements get deleted, we keep a count of the number of pivots elements that are deleted in count-pivot. Such a count can also easily be maintained in O(1) time by storing the pivots in a hash table as well at the beginning of the epoch. As soon as the count-pivot equals total-pivot 1 * ǫ, epoch 1 ends. We then recompute the set cover solution using the offline pivot selection algorithm and that marks the beginning of epoch 2 . We continue in this fashion.
Thus the entire span of the execution of the algorithm is divided into non-overlapping epochs. At the beginning of each epoch, we recompute the solution from the scratch using the offline pivot selection algorithm over the existing active elements. total-pivot i stores the number of pivots at the beginning of epoch i . The algorithm for deleting an element e t is summarized below. Bounding Approximation Factor. Let Opt t denote the minimum number of sets required to cover n t and Alg t denote the number of sets maintained by our algorithm at time t. Let start(i) denote the time at which epoch i begins and end(i) denotes the time at which epoch i ends. Let length(i) denote the length of epoch i .
⊲ The current epoch is i. 2: remove e t from the sets covering it. 3: if e t is a pivot then 4: update the count of pivots deleted by one: count-pivot + +; 5: if count-pivot == ⌊total-pivot(i) * ǫ⌋ then 6: End epoch i ⊲ total-pivot(i) is the number of pivots at the start of epoch i Proof. Consider any epoch i. Since, we run the offline pivot-selection algorithm at the beginning of each epoch, we have Alg start(i) ≤ f * Opt start(i) . In particular, Opt start(i) ≥ total-pivot(i) and Alg start(i) ≤ f * total-pivot(i). We maintain Alg start(i) pivots throughout epoch i . Thus for any time t ∈ [start(i), end(i)), Alg t = Alg start(i) . On the other hand, Opt t is at least as large as the number of existing pivots, the ones that have not yet been deleted. Thus,
Therefore, we have
Bounding Update Time. If there is a total of T non-pivot elements that get deleted during that time then length(i) = T + ⌊total-pivot(i) * ǫ⌋. Since, elements are chosen for deletion uniformly at random from yet to be nondeleted items, the distribution of T follows a negative-hypergeometric distribution. We have
). This gives an expected amortized update time of O( f ǫ ).
Plotline
Handling arbitrary insertions is easy in this algorithm as we just need to create a new pivot if the inserted element is already not covered. However, when deletions can be arbitrary, the above offline pivot selection algorithm can have O(n) worst case update time. It is possible that the first ǫ * total-pivot deletions are all pivots. Thus if total-pivot is sublinear in n, we will be paying O(nf ) time after each ǫ * total-pivot deletions. For example, if Opt t = √ n, then we would be paying an update time of √ n. Therefore, the question is how can we prolong the length of the epoch so that at the end of each epoch, we have deleted enough elements and running the offline pivot selection algorithm can be charged to the deleted elements.
Can we reverse the role of randomization? Instead of having random update sequence, can we make the pivot selection process randomized instead? This idea of role reversal turns out to be very powerful. However, it is not straight-forward at all. Assume a small change in the pivot selection algorithm. Instead of selecting a pivot arbitrarily among the uncovered elements, select one uniformly at random from the uncovered ones. That is, we consider a random permutation of all elements and consider the first uncovered element in that sequence as our next pivot. Let us refer to this algorithm as random pivot selection algorithm. Our hope is, similar to the random deletion sequence, the chance that an adversary will be able to delete a particular pivot is ≈ 1 n . Therefore, on expectation the algorithm will need at least ǫ * n time to delete an ǫ fraction of the pivots. However, this intuition is not quite correct. In particular, consider the second pivot chosen by the random pivot selection algorithm. Let us consider a particular element e in the sequence of adversary and compute the probability that e is chosen by our algorithm as the second pivot. Suppose the sets that e belong to can cover a total of cov(e) elements. Then for e to be the second pivot, none of the cov(e) elements could be the first pivot (otherwise e gets covered by the first pivot) and e must be selected as the pivot from the uncovered elements after the choice of the first pivot. Let us denote the first pivot by pivot 1 and the elements it covered by cov(pivot 1 ). Then
Thus, depending on cov(e) and cov(pivot 1 ), the above probability can be larger than 1 n . Therefore, we cannot simply run the random pivot selection algorithm on the entire remaining input after every ǫ * total-pivot deletions.
Here comes our second major idea. We can order the pivots as selected by the random pivot selection. Let pivot i be the ith pivot chosen by the algorithm. pivot 1 was selected out of all the n elements, pivot 2 was selected out of (n − cov(pivot 1 )) elements and so on. This also defines a natural prefix and suffix of pivots and elements that got covered. Thus, in the above probability computation it is true P [e is pivot 2 ] ≤ 1 (n−cov(pivot 1 )) . Recall length(i) denotes the length of an epoch i. Suppose, we end an epoch when ǫ * total-pivot pivots get deleted. Due to the property of random pivot selection algorithm, the pivots that were selected when more than 10 * length(i) elements were uncovered have low chances of being deleted. These pivots with low chance of being deleted are higher up in the order. Thus, if we run random pivot selection on only a suffix of the elements of length ≈ 10 * length(i), we will be able to fix most of the deleted pivots, and will be again very close to the optimum solution. Therefore, instead of running the random pivot selection algorithm on the entire remaining input, we run it on a suffix. This gives an O(f ) approximation for arbitrary deletions in O(f log 2 n) update time (Section 3).
The issue with running the random pivot selection algorithm on a suffix is that the number of deleted pivots accumulate over time. This contributes to the O(f log 2 n) running time. Next, we improve the update time to O(f log n), prove the bounds with high probability and handle arbitrary insertions and deletions. To do so. After every run of random pivot selection algorithm on a suffix, we reorder the pivots approximately by their coverage. Thus a pivot that covers the highest number of elements come first. Indeed, our random pivot selection algorithm has a higher chance of outputting such an ordering. By doing so, we lose some nice property of random pivot selection algorithm, yet we are able to avoid the accumulation of deleted pivots over time (Section 4). This helps in the reduction of the update time while maintaining the same approximation factor. We believe this algorithm can further lead to O(f ) update time and we leave that as an open question.
Fix the Suffix Algorithm
In this section, we present an algorithm for dynamic set cover with only deletions and obtain an (1+ǫ) * fapproximation with an update time of O(
). While this is not our main algorithm, this illustrates the power of random pivot selection already. In Section 4, we improve this bound and also handle arbitrary insertions.
Random Pivot Selection. Consider the offline pivot selection algorithm and modify it as follows. When choosing a pivot, select it uniformly at random from all the uncovered elements. Include all the sets containing a pivot in the solution. Call this algorithm, random pivot selection, as opposed to just pivot selection. Suppose, the algorithm selects pivot 1 , pivot 2 , ..., pivot T as pivots. The algorithm also produces an ordering of the pivots based on when they were selected. Let us use ≺ and ≻ to denote the ordering. Suppose pivot 1 ≺ pivot 2 ≺ ... ≺ pivot T . Each pivot i is associated with all the sets (at most f of them) that contain it, and they are part of the solution. Let us denote these collection of sets by S 1 , S 2 , ..., S T respectively and we order them based on when they were included in the solution. Hence, S 1 ≺ S 2 ≺ ... ≺ S T . Let E i denote the set of elements which are covered by S i , but no sets in S j , j < i. We can also define an ordering on the elements based on when they get covered. Thus,
Let us call the sequence of pivots by pivot, the sequence of sets covered by S and the sequence of elements covered by E. Based on this ordering, we can naturally define prefix and suffix of pivot, S and E.
In the following discussion, we will often refer to suffix length. If we intend to find a suffix of E of length l, then we selected the smallest j such that
Note that in this case pivot j−1 was selected from at least l uncovered elements .
We again decompose the entire update sequence into epochs. Moreover, we arrange the epochs into levels. There are at most O(log n) levels, denoted by level 1 , level 2 , ..., level k , k = O(log n). Epochs at level i are denoted by epoch i . Each epoch i is composed of five consecutive level i−1 epochs epoch i−1 . Epochs at each level are all disjoint and represent contiguous sequence of updates. After each epoch, we run random pivot selection on a suffix of E excluding the elements that were deleted from it. Its length is determined by the length of the corresponding epoch. We use γ i j to denote the suffix of E that we update after the end of epoch Fix the Suffix Algorithm. We run the random pivot selection algorithm on the entire input at the beginning of epoch 1 1 and suppose it selects P 1 pivots. We wait until exactly ǫ * P 1 of the pivots get deleted at which point we end epoch ǫ * log n * l 1 1 . Let U 1 1 denote the elements in γ 1 1 . We update γ 1 1 by running the random pivot selection algorithm on U 1 1 . Each E i in γ 1 1 is updated based on the newly selected pivots.
Let P 2 be the current number of pivots. Note that some of these might have already been deleted during epoch 1 1 and have not been updated as they were not part of γ 1 1 . They are still counted towards P 2 . If ǫ * P 2 pivots are still deleted, we end epoch 1 2 immediately and set its length to zero. Otherwise, we wait until exactly ǫ * P 2 of the pivots get deleted at which point epoch 1 2 ends. We select the suffix γ 1 2 of length 10 ǫ * log n * length(epoch
2 denote the elements in γ 1 2 . We end epoch 1 2 there and update γ 1 2 by running the random pivot selection algorithm on U 1 2 . Each E i in γ 1 2 is updated based on the newly selected pivots and sets.
We continue in this fashion until the end of epoch . We now re-run the random pivot selection on a suffix of length at most 10 ǫ * log n * length(epoch
In a nut shell, we terminate a level 1 epoch whenever the number of undeleted pivots becomes (1 − ǫ) fraction of the total number of pivots with which the epoch started. We mark a level i epoch, epoch • Random Pivot SelectionU , F: random pivot selection run on the entire input with a running time of O(|U | * f ).
• Random Pivot Selection-Suffix(γ, p): The procedure Random Pivot Selection-Suffix implements random pivot selection on a suffix γ starting with a pivot p. If γ contains U γ elements, the process runs in O(|U γ * f ) time.
• Fix The Suffix-Delete: Implements element deletion and calls End of Epoch when an epoch ends.
• End of Epoch: Runs Random Pivot Selection-Suffix on an appropriately created suffix (shown here and also in the Appendix).
Initially random pivot selection is run on the entire input. We start epoch 1 1 and set its length to 0. After each deletion, we invoke Fix The Suffix-Delete. If the deletion results in count-pivot = ⌊ǫ * total-pivot⌋, then Fix The Suffix-Delete invokes End of Epoch. At the end of each epoch, epoch i j , random pivot selection is run on an appropriate suffix. Note that a call to End of Epoch ends only when count-pivot = ⌊ǫ * total-pivot⌋.
1: procedure END OF EPOCH(i) 2: while count-pivot ≥ ⌊ǫ * total-pivot(i)⌋ do for j = 1 to k do ⊲ k is the highest level of epoch 5: if a level j epoch ends then run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix on a suffix of length 10 ǫ * log n times of that epoch's length. 6: Set the next level 1 epoch as i + 1 and its length as 0. Update i = i + 1.
Bounding Approximation Factor.
Lemma 3. Let Alg t denote the number of sets maintained by Fix The Suffix algorithm at time t and Opt t denote the optimum number of sets. Then ∀t,
Proof. Note that the result is true at time t = 0. In fact at time t = 0, Opt t ≤ f * Alg t . Also note that through out the execution of the algorithm we always maintain the following invariant.
Invariant 1
The elements E pivot[t] covered by pivot[t] is not covered by any set in ∪
The invariant is certainly true at time t = 0 when random pivot selection is run on the entire input. It could only be violated after execution of some subsequent runs of random pivot selection on a suffix. However, assuming the invariant is true until the ith execution of random pivot selection on a suffix, suppose the next execution considers a suffix γ. By the induction hypothesis just before the ith execution, none of the elements covered by the sets in that suffix, denoted by U γ , belong to any sets higher above. We run random pivot selection on the entire U γ and only on them. So the invariant holds after the ith run as well. As a consequence of this invariant at any time t, the number of undeleted pivots serve as a lower bound to Opt t . Or, in other words,
Recall that count-pivot keeps count on the number of pivots that are currently deleted and total-pivot denotes the total number of pivots (deleted+undeleted, but not substituted) at any time.
Moreover, note that we end a level 1 epoch as soon as count-pivot = ⌊ǫ * total-pivot⌋, and we do not start a new non-zero length epoch until count-pivot < ⌊ǫ * total-pivot⌋ (line 2, End of Epoch()). Thus at all time t,
Bounding Update Time Consider any sequence of t updates. We show as long as Opt t = Ω(f log 4 n), then the update time is O(f log 2 n) with high probability.
Lemma 4. The amortized update time is O( f ǫ log 2 n) with probability at least 1 − 1 n at any time t if
Proof. Suppose the length of each level 1 epoch is at least one. Then the total number of levels is at most log 5 n. Therefore, every element is part of at most log 5 n epochs. Moreover at every epoch, epoch Now, we show that for all j, the length of epoch 1 j is at least 1 with high probability as long as the minimum number of sets required to cover all the active elements is Ω(log 4 n). Suppose, it is not true.
Then consider the first such epoch, epoch . We run random pivot selection on a suffix γ 1 l−1 and possibly over larger suffixes if higher level epochs finish there as well. Yet, even after that, it must hold count-pivot ≥ ǫ * total-pivot.
Let us call an epoch i j to be covered if random pivot selection algorithm has been run for a level i+1 epoch that contained epoch i j . There are at most five consecutive epochs in any level before a higher level epoch is considered. Therefore, at time t, when epoch 1 l started, there are at most 5 uncovered epochs at any level. So, the total number of uncovered epochs at that time t is at most 5 * log n. The actual deletion of elements happen during the level 1 epoch. The higher level epochs are constructed so that we can systematically run random pivot selection on a longer suffix containing those level 1 epochs.
Consider any such uncovered epoch epoch . Therefore, P p is deleted in epoch ǫ log 2 n for some large enough constant C 2 , then P e X e ≥ ǫ|A i j | 9 * log n ≤ 1 n 3 . Therefore, the total number of deleted pivots out of A t is at most ǫ * At
ǫ log 3 n < ǫ * A t with probability at least 1 − 1 n 2 . Therefore, with probability at least 1 − 1 n 2 , length(epoch
Conditioned on length(epoch Since, we are considering only deletions, if at some point Opt t = O( f ǫ log 4 n), we may not be able to run this algorithm. In such low optimum region, we instead run the algorithm from Section 6 (deletion only case) which requires an update time of O(f log n + f 2 log log n) with high probability. Thus, we get the following theorem.
Theorem 2. There exists a polynomial time algorithm for dynamic unweighted set cover that maintains a f (1 + ǫ)-approximate solution always with an amortized update time of O(f log 2 n + f 2 log log n) with probability at least 1 − 1 n .
Fix the Ordered Suffix Algorithm
In this section, we present our main algorithm which achieves a f (1 + ǫ)-approximation for any constant ǫ > 0 with O(f log n) update time. In the Fix the Suffix algorithm, we lost a factor of log n by running random pivot selection on a suffix with length about 10 ǫ * log n times of the epoch length. This ensured that the number of pivots which have already been deleted but have not been updated do not accumulate over the epochs. We would like to simultaneously guarantee low accumulation of deleted pivots as well as run random pivot selection on a suffix of roughly the length of the epoch if we would like to improve the update time. As we will see (Subsection section:fully-dynamic), it is easy to handle element insertions. Nevertheless, to maintain the simplicity of exposition, we first start with only deletion model and then show what minor changes are needed to handle insertions as well.
The idea is similar to Fix the Suffix algorithm. However, after running random pivot selection on any suffix, we always order the pivot, S and E approximately in decreasing order of size of E. Recall that for a pivot p ∈ pivot, E p denotes the elements that p is responsible for covering and S p denotes the sets (at most f of them) that contain p. We group E into levels where level i contains the pivots with S and E such that size of each E is between [2 i−1 , 2 i − 1]. Let level(p) denote the level at which p exists and define the level of every element in E p and sets in S p as level(p). By grouping pivots according to their coverage, we have the following advantage. If enough elements are deleted at level i , then they can (possibly) be used to amortize the cost of running random pivot selection on the entire suffix in this order. The downside is, we may lose Invariant 1. Thus, before running random pivot selection on any ordered suffix, we check for each element in the suffix whether they can be covered by a pivot at a higher level that is not part of the suffix. If so, we move that element to the highest level possible. Once this check is done before each run of random pivot selection, we get the following invariant.
Invariant 2
Each pivot p is only contained in the sets S p and no others.
Invariant 2 helps us to maintain the desired approximation factor. Due to this additional check, an element may move to a different set at a higher level. To distinguish these additional elements which are now covered by a set S, we mark them as Extra(S). Therefore, each pivot p has a set of elements E p that it was originally responsible for covering and some elements in Extra p . We always maintain the following invariant.
Invariant 3
Out of E p elements, p came first in the random permutation chosen during the last execution of random pivot selection on a suffix containing E p (see the pseudocode).
This holds as when p was selected as a pivot, all of E p elements were available for selection as well. Additionally, we ensure two other invariants.
Invariant 4
Invariant 4: Level of a pivot p and thus of the sets S p can only change if random pivot selection is run on them.
Invariant 5
We decompose the update sequence into epochs. At the beginning of epoch 0 , we run random pivot selection on the entire input. We end epoch 0 whenever the number of deleted pivots becomes ǫ fraction of the total pivots. Once ǫ fraction of the pivots are deleted, epoch 0 ends. We select the highest possible level according to some selection criteria and update the suffix starting from that level using random pivot selection on that suffix. We then reorder the entire set of pivot, E, S as discussed based on E. If, after the update, we still have ǫ fraction of the pivots deleted, we rerun the random pivot selection algorithm by again finding a suitable level and so on. We stop when the number of pivots deleted is strictly less than ǫ fraction of the total pivots. This marks the beginning of epoch 1 and so on. We refer to this algorithm as Fix the Ordered Suffix. We now describe the selection criteria for the level.
Selection Criteria for the level: Suppose P j and D j respectively denote the total number of pivots that are alive and deleted on level j , and T j = P j + D j denote the total number. Consider the highest level i such that |D i | ≥ 
Proof. Note that, it is not possible for all levels to have D j < ǫ 2 * (P j + D j ) since we must have at the end of an epoch
. Thus, whenever, we find such a level ℓ, we know the entire prefix starting with ℓ to T has less than ǫ 2 fraction of the pivots deleted. Since, overall we have a fraction of ǫ of the pivots deleted, there will be an i ≥ 1 such that
and there won't exist any level ℓ < i with
The following corollary follows immediately from the above lemma. Corollary 1. After each run of the random pivot selection algorithm, the number of pivots that remain deleted is at most ǫ 2 th fraction of the total number of pivots. Proof. By the choice of the level i, we are guaranteed that the prefix on which we do not run the random pivot selection algorithm has at most ǫ 2 th of their pivots deleted. Moreover, we update the pivots in the suffix starting with level i, so all the newly chosen pivots from leveli to 1 are now alive. Thus, overall the total number of pivots deleted is at most ǫ 2 th fraction of the total number of pivots. This also means length of each epoch is nonzero. 4 Consider 1 ǫ to be an integer c to avoid dealing with floors and ceilings.
Algorithm Pseudocode. All the algorithm pseudocodes are given below.
1: procedure RANDOM PIVOT SELECTION(U , F) ⊲ random pivot selection run on the entire input. 2: consider a random permutation π of U
3:
∀e ∈ U , uncovered(e) = T RU E
4:
total-pivot = 0, count-pivot = 0 ⊲ total-pivot keeps a count on the number of pivots existing currently and count-pivot counts the number of deleted pivots.
5:
total-pivot[ℓ] = 0, count-pivot[ℓ] = 0 for ℓ = 1to log n + 1 ⊲ total-pivot[l] keeps a count on the number of pivots existing currently at level ℓ and count-pivot counts the number of deleted pivots at level ℓ. We can allocate this dynamically when there is at least one pivot in that level. 6: for i = π(1) to π(n) do 7: if uncovered(π(i)) then select all the sets in F containing π(i) in the solution and set uncovered to be FALSE for each element in the selected sets. Call these sets S π(i) and the new elements that they covered as E π(i) . |E π(i) | stores the number of these new elements. Create Extra π(i) and Extra S for every S ∈ S π(i) and mark them empty. 10: If |E π(i) | ∈ [2 ℓ−1 , 2 ℓ ], set level(π(i)) = ℓ, level of each element in E π(i) and sets in S π(i) is set as level(π(i)). Include each newly selected set in a hash table solution along with π(i), level(π(i)), total-pivot and total-pivot[level(π(i))].
Running time of random pivot selection is O(|U | * f + log n) and of random pivot selection on a suffix γ is O(|U γ | * f + log n). Running time for Fix The Ordered Suffix-Delete is O(f ) except for when End of Epoch is called. Running time of Find Level is O(log n).
Bounding the Approximation Factor
Lemma 6. Let Alg t denote the number of sets maintained by Fix The Suffix algorithm at time t and Opt t denote the optimum number of sets. Then ∀t, Alg t ≤ (1 + 2ǫ)f * OPT t .
Proof. Through out the execution of our algorithm, we maintain Invariant 2. The invariant is definitely true at time t = 0 when random pivot selection is run on the entire input. If the invariant is true before an End of Epoch() call, then when running Random Pivot Selection-Suffix at level ℓ on a suffix γ, we always remove any element e that can be covered by some set at a level higher than ℓ (see line 2,3,4 of Random Pivot Selection-Suffix). Thus if a pivot p is chosen at line 18 of Random Pivot Selection-Suffix, it cannot belong to any set other than S p . Therefore, Invariant 2. is true throughout the execution. Therefore, at any time t, Opt t ≥ total-pivot − count-pivot. We always call End of Epoch() when count-pivot = ⌈ǫ * total-pivot⌉. Thus Opt t ≥ (1 − ǫ) * total-pivot − 1. Since Alg t ≤ f * total-pivot, we have a factor (1 + 2ǫ)f -approximation.
Moreover, from Corollary 1, after the completion of End of Epoch() call, we are guaranteed to have at most ǫ 2 fraction of the existing pivots to be deleted. Thus, we never get stuck.
Bounding the Update Time We now look at the expected amortized update time.
Lemma 7. The expected amortized update time is O( f ǫ log n). Proof. We do a token distribution scheme to establish the update time. We categorize tokens into two types, movement tokens and processing tokens.
1: procedure RANDOM PIVOT SELECTION-SUFFIX(ℓ) ⊲ random pivot selection run on the suffix γ starting with level ℓ.
2:
U γ contains the elements of E ∪ Extra in γ 3:
for each element e ∈ U γ do 4: consider each set S that includes e and check if S ∈ solution and whether it has a level higher than ℓ. If such a set exists then select the one, S ′ which has the highest level and include e ∈ Extra(S ′ ). If p ′ is the corresponding pivot, add e to Extra(p ′ ) and remove e from U γ .
⊲ Note that after the above for loop, the elements that remained in U γ are not covered by any set maintained in the prefix not considered by γ
5:
for i = ℓ to 1 do 6: remove all pivots and their associated E, S, Extra from pivot[i], CheckPivot, CheckPivot[ı] and solution.
⊲ Let there be a total of x pivots in levels ℓ to 1 and out of them y were deleted.
7:
total-pivot = total-pivot − x, count-pivot = count-pivot − y 8:
consider a random permutation π of U γ
9:
∀e ∈ U γ , uncovered(e) = T RU E 10:
set level(π(1)) = −1
12:
for each set S containing π(i) do 13: if S ∈ solution with pivotp and level ℓ then 14: if uncovered(π(i) = T RU E then set it FALSE and set level of π(i), level(π(i)) as l and mark s = S
15:
if level(π(i)) < l, set level(π(i)) = l and mark s = S, p =p then 16: if level(π(1)) >= 1 then Include π(i) in s and in E p . 17: if uncovered(π(i)) then 18: select π(i) as pivot 19: select all the sets in F containing π(i) in the solution. Include each newly selected set in solution along with π(i) and total-pivot. Also include π(i) in a set newpivot.
20:
for each pivot p ∈ newpivot do 21: If |E p | ∈ [2 ℓ−1 , 2 ℓ ], set level(p) = ℓ, level of each element in E p and each set in S p are set as level(p). remove e t from the sets covering it. Update E accordingly. ⊲ For each such set in solution, go to the corresponding pivot and update appropriately.
4:
if e t is a pivot then 5: update the count of pivots deleted by one: count-pivot + +, count-pivot[level(e t ))] + + 6: update CheckPivot and CheckPivot[level(e t ))] to indicate e t is deleted 7: if count-pivot == ⌈ǫ * total-pivot(i)⌉ then 8: run End of Epoch()
run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix(ℓ) 1: procedure FIND LEVEL 2: for ℓ = log n + 1 to 1 do for ℓ = i to 1 do 7:
if Cond < 0 then 9:
i = ℓ, Cond = 0 return i
• Each element at the beginning receives 128 ǫ f * log n movement tokens and 128 ǫ f * log n processing tokens. When an element e is deleted, let e ∈ S p (that is p is the pivot and e is either in E p or Extra p ), then it gives 128 ǫ f * log n movement tokens and 128 ǫ f * log n processing tokens to p. We can think of there is a storage[p] for each pivot p, so the tokens passed to p are stored in storage [p] . Even when p is deleted, p transfers 128 ǫ f * log n movement tokens and 128 ǫ f * log n processing tokens to storage[p].
• When End of Epoch is called at level ℓ on a suffix γ, let E γ denote the elements in E for the pivots in γ. Similarly, define Extra γ , S γ and pivot γ . Let storage[γ] denote the storage for all the coupons received by the pivots in γ, that is by pivot γ . Then each element e ∈ U γ (line 3 and 4 of Random Pivot Selection-Suffix) that moves to a level higher than ℓ expend f movement tokens and if that element belongs to E γ it also receives f log n movement tokens and f log n processing tokens from storage [γ] . All other elements which do not move to a higher level and are processed (line 8 onward of Random Pivot Selection-Suffix) each expend f processing tokens from its own storage if they have them, or spend f processing tokens from storage[γ].
Clearly, update time is bounded by O(1) times the expended tokens plus log n times the number of epochs. Since each epoch has length at least 1, the later term just adds an additive log n term on the overall update time.
The total number of tokens injected over t updates is 256 ǫ * f log n * t. We show the number of token expended over t updates < 256 ǫ * f log n * t. Thus, we are never in shortage of tokens. This implies the update time is O( f ǫ log n). First, consider the elements in Extra γ . Each element e ∈ Extra γ that moved to a higher level needs f movement tokens. Consider the last time e was part of E and then moved up. At that time, it received f log n movement tokens. Note that e can never move down unless it is processed by some call to (line 8 onward of) Random Pivot Selection-Suffix and once it is processed by Random Pivot SelectionSuffix, it moves to E. Thus, we maintain Invariant 5. Hence, an element can move up at most log n times and would always have movement tokens to pay for it. Similarly, if e ∈ Extra γ is processed in line 8 onwards in some call to Random Pivot Selection-Suffix, then again consider the last time it was part of E and then moved up. At that time, it also received f * log n processing coupons which it can expend now.
Next, consider the elements in E γ and compute the number of movement tokens and processing tokens in storage γ . Consider a pivot p ∈ pivot γ which has been deleted. Since all the E p elements were available to random pivot selection last time it was run on E p , the expected number of items that must be deleted before p was deleted is at least . Therefore, the expected number of tokens collected from these deletions in E p is 64 * f log n * (E p + 1) movement tokens and 64 * f * log n * (E p + 1) processing tokens.
At the end of an epoch, we select a level i such that for all ℓ < i,
Therefore, we can compute a matching where each deleted pivot is associated with at most [ 2 ǫ − 1] active pivots in its own level or lower. Now the expected number of deleted elements in E p if the pivot p is deleted is at least half of it. Since each level j sets cover more elements than each level j−1 sets, each deleted element can be associated with at most one alive element in its own set and at most 4 ǫ alive elements in total in the other matched sets and all the alive elements will be covered. Thus tokens transferred by the deleted elements is enough to pay for f * log n movement tokens and f log n processing tokens of all elements in E γ through storage γ . Thus, we always have excess tokens left in the system. This completes the proof.
Handling Insertion: Fully Dynamic Stream
We now show the changes necessary in Fix the Ordered Suffix algorithm when additionally insertions are allowed. We thus assume, we start with n 0 = 0 elements. We divide the entire sequence of updates into several insertion epochs. Suppose at the beginning of an insertion epoch, there were N elements active. We keep a count on the number of insertions that happen during the epoch and whenever the number of insertions exceed 1/9th of the number of active elements, we end the insertion epoch and run random pivot selection on the entire set of active elements at that time. We can charge the time to run random pivot selection at the end of an insertion epoch to the insertions that happened during the epoch. Thus, we only need to show how Fix the Ordered Suffix algorithm should be modified during each insertion epoch.
Upon arrival of an element e, consider the sets (at most f of them) which contains e. Depending on whether one of these sets is in the existing solution or not, follow either of the two steps.
• Let S e be the sets that e is contained in. If any of the sets in S e is already in the solution, then we select the set S ∈ S e with the highest level, and insert e in Extra(S).
[At this point, e also gets 128 * f ǫ * log n movement and 128 * f ǫ * log n processing tokens.] If e has been deleted in the same epoch and is being reinserted, then we just reactivate the element (and give it the extra coupons).
• If none of the sets in S e is contained in the solution, then pick all the S e sets and add e to level 1 with e as the pivot and E e = {e}. [At this point, e also gets 128 * f ǫ * log n movement and 128 * f ǫ * log n processing coupons.]
Note that, we satisfy all the invariants 2 to 5 that are required. Lemma 6 and Lemma 7 follow verbatim. Thus, we get Theorem 3. For the fully dynamic unweighted set cover problem, there exists a polynomial time algorithm that maintains a factor f (1 + ǫ)-approximate set cover solution at all time with O( f ǫ log n) amortized update time on expectation.
High Probability Analysis
We now move to the high probability analysis. For the high probability analysis, for notational simplicity, we set ǫ = 1 2 . Just by suitably modifying the constants, it holds for any arbitrary ǫ > 0 as well. Some mild changes in the algorithms are required. We mention them first.
Selection Criteria for the level: Suppose P j and D j respectively denote the total number of pivots that are alive and deleted on level j , and T j = P j + D j denote the total number. Consider the highest level i such that |D i | ≥ |T i | 4 and |D i | ≥ 640 * log n. If there exists a level ℓ < i such that i j=ℓ (3D j − P j ) < 0, then find the highest such level ℓ, update i to be the highest level below ℓ which has more than 1 4 th of the pivots deleted and the number of deleted pivots in that level is at least 640 * log n, and repeat. Otherwise, return i.
If we do not find such a level, then we handle insertion as in Section 4.1 and mark elements deleted as in Fix The Ordered Suffix-Delete but we do not run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix. After every insertion, we also check whether such a level exists. As soon as such a level exists, we run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix within End of Epoch with the chosen level.
Lemma 8. If Opt t = Ω(log 3 n * f ), then the amortized update time is O(f log n) with probability
Proof. If Opt t = Ω(log 3 n * f ) then total-pivot = Ω(log 3 n) at time t. The proof follows from several claims.
Claim 1. Let T ℓ be the set of pivots in level ℓ covering a total of E ℓ elements. Then the expected number of elements that must be deleted before
Proof. Consider any p ∈ T ℓ which covers E p elements. Our random pivot selection algorithm considered a random permutation of the E p elements and p came first in that order. Let us denote the elements of E p as they arrived in the sequence as e 1 , e 2 , ..., e |Ep| . Then
|Ep| , and continuing for any i ≤ |E p |,
Therefore, for any set of |T ℓ | 4 pivots, the expected number of elements that arrive before seeing all of them is at least
where the last inequality followed from |E ℓ | < |T ℓ |2 ℓ .
Claim 2. Let T ℓ be the set of pivots in level ℓ covering a total of E ℓ elements. If |T ℓ | ≥ 640 ln n, then the number of elements of E ℓ that appear before
Proof. Let us denote the elements of E ℓ as they arrived in the sequence as e 1 , e 2 , ..., e |E ℓ | . Define an indicator random variable X i which is 1 if e i is a pivot and 0 otherwise.
Then note that
Suppose e i ∈ E p 1 and e j ∈ E p 2 . If p 1 = p 2 , then the conditional probability is same as the unconditional probability, otherwise, it is 0. Thus, we can apply the generalized Chernoff bound for negatively correlated random variables [21] on X = |E ℓ | 16 i=1 X i . X counts the total number of pivot elements in e 1 , e 2 , ..., e |E ℓ |
16
. We have
Thus the number of pivots in e 1 , e 2 , ..., e |E ℓ |
is at most
Or, in other words, the number of elements of E ℓ that appear before |T ℓ | 4 elements get deleted is more than |E ℓ | 16 with very high probability.
A Good Level Exists. Now, we go back to the proof of the main lemma. Let i be the highest level such that for all j ≤ i,
Recall that D k are the deleted pivots in level k and P k are the alive pivots in level k . We often abuse the notation and use them to indicate both the set and its cardinality. So the total number of pivots
Consider the first level ℓ ≤ i such that D ℓ > 640 * ln n. If no such level exists, then
Else, such a level ℓ ≤ i such that D ℓ > 640 * ln n exists. We have from Cond. 1,
If level ℓ satisfies Cond 1., then ℓ will be our final level. Else, level ℓ does not satisfy Cond. 1. In that case, consider the first level k below ℓ such that
On the otherhand, since half of the pivots are deleted (since an epoch ended when we search for a level),
We must have
Otherwise, such a level ℓ 1 exists. If ℓ 1 satisfies Cond. 1, then ℓ 1 will be our final level. Otherwise, we again consider the first level k 1 below ℓ 1 such that
Now search for ℓ 2 < k 1 such that D ℓ 2 > 640 * ln n. If no such level exists, then
And, again by the same argument total-pivot = O(log 2 n).
Thus, continuing, if total-pivot ≥ log 3 n, then there must exists a non-zero final level ℓ f inal such that the number of deleted pivots below it are at least 1 4 ln n j=1 T j −O(log 2 n). Therefore, if total-pivot = Ω(log 3 n), then we are guaranteed to not get stuck.
Token Distribution Argument. We now show the tokens collected by the elements deleted from level ℓ f inal to 1 is sufficient to run random pivot-selection algorithm on it.
We know level ℓ f inal satisfies Cond. 1.
.. is at least 640 * log n and with high probability the number of elements deleted from each of D k i (sets associated with them) is at least |D k i | * 2 k i −3 (again follows from the same Chernoff bound argument of Claim 2). Now repeatedly applying Cond. 1 and noting that
Therefore, we can match each deleted pivots in ∪ i D k i to 4 * (k i+1 − k i ) other pivots and all the pivots will be covered. Moreover, consider any deleted pivot p ∈ D k i then there are at most 4 matched pivots from level k i , at most 4 * 2 from levels k i and k i − 1, 4 * 3 from levels k i to k i − 2 and so on.
Therefore, the deleted elements from the sets associated with D k i need to be matched with at most
Since, with probability at least 1 − 1 n 2 , total number of elements deleted is i |D k i | * 2 k i −3 , we have enough movement and processing tokens from the deleted elements to transfer to the alive elements. Note that by changing the constants, we can have any success probability 1 − 1 n O (1) . Now together with Lemma 7, for any polynomial sized update sequence, we get the update time bound with high probability.
We also have the following lemma in terms of total-pivot following the proof of Lemma 8 verbatim.
Lemma 9. If total-pivot = Ω(log 3 n) and at least half of them are deleted, then the amortized update time is O(f log n) with probability 1 − O( 1 n ). Nice thing about the above lemma is that even if at some point, optimum fell below the required bound (and we move to the expected analysis), if it rebounds due to insertions, we will again move back to high probability bound. In Section 6, we show for constant f , using ideas of kernelization, we can get strong bounds even when total-pivot = O(log 3 (n)).
Theorem 4.
For any epoch of Fix the Ordered Suffix Algorithm, the update time is O(f log n) with probability 1 − 1 n 2 whenever the minimum number of sets needed in the optimum solution is ω(f log 3 n).
Remark 1. Note that Claim 2 also holds when we consider the deleted pivots D ℓ at level ℓ over different epochs, since each time random pivot selection is run at level ℓ, a fresh random permutation of the considered elements is chosen. Thus, whenever, the number of deleted pivots D ℓ over all the epochs is ≥ 640 log n, the simple Chernoff bound argument for negatively correlated random variables implies at least
elements would get deleted before the D ℓ pivots get deleted with probability at least 1 − 1 n . We can then provide enough tokens (without going into the "high probability" changes for level selection criteria) to those deleted elements to account for the tokens needed to handle processing at level ℓ over all the epochs. On the otherhand if D ℓ < 640 log n, the total number of tokens needed to handle the processing requirements at level ℓ is O(2 l * log n * f log n). Since, there are log n + 1 levels in total, the extra tokens required over all the levels is n log n * f log n.
The above remark becomes useful for small optimum region when Opt t = O(f log 3 n). In Section 6, we showed using [11] , that it is enough to maintain a set cover solution of O(OP T f log OP T ) elements in that case. Moreover, this kernel can be maintained in time O(f 2 log log n) over element insertions and deletions. Running Fix the Ordered Suffix algorithm on this kernel for t time steps implies a total update time of O(t * f log n + OP T f log OP T log n * f log n) = O(t * f log n + (f log n) O(f ) ) with probability at least 1 − 1 n . Therefore, overall, irrespective of the size of the optimum solution, we get over t updates a total update time of O(t * [f log n + f 2 log log n] + (f log n) O(f ) ) with probability
5 Appendix: Pseudocode for Fix The Suffix Algorithm 1: procedure RANDOM PIVOT SELECTION(U , F) ⊲ random pivot selection run on the entire input. 2: consider a random permutation π of U
3:
4:
total-pivot = 0, count-pivot = 0 ⊲ total-pivot keeps a count on the number of pivots existing currently and count-pivot counts the number of deleted pivots. 5: for i = π(1) to π(n) do 6: if uncovered(π(i)) then 7: select π(i) as pivot 8: total-pivot + +, pivot[total-pivot] = π(i) and include π(i) with total-pivot in CheckPivot ⊲ pivot[] stores the pivots in an array. CheckPivot is a hash table indexed by the elements and stores the position of each pivot. 9: select all the sets in F containing π(i) in the solution and set uncovered to be FALSE for each element in the selected sets. Call these sets S π(i) and the new elements that they covered as E π(i) . |E π(i) | stores the number of these new elements. 10: Include each newly selected set in a hash table solution along with π(i) and total-pivot.
The above algorithm can be run in time O(|U | * f ) since each element is visited at most f times. We assume there is double-pointers from each element to the sets it covers and from each set to the elements it covers. The space requirement is O(|U |).
The procedure Random Pivot Selection-Suffix implements random pivot selection on a suffix γ starting with a pivot p. If γ contains U γ elements, the process runs in O(|U γ * f ) time.
6 Small Opt t Case for Constant f .
For the small Opt t regime, for constant f , Chitnis et al. showed an efficient sampling scheme that (when translated in our setting) would maintain a subset of O(OP T f log OP T ) elements and we are guaranteed to have a set cover solution for all the alive elements if we maintain a set cover solution for only these sampled elements [11] . Moreover, the update time required to maintain the sample over element insertions and deletions is O(f log OP T ). We will be relying on their sample scheme and whenever total-pivot ≤ log 3 n, we will instead return a set cover solution using their algorithm. Recall, we always maintain the sets in Fix the Ordered Suffix solution, we only do not run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix until total-pivot = Ω(log 3 n).
Only deletions. We first consider the case of only deletion. The work of [11] maintains a kernel K of size O(OP T f log OP T ) such that a cover of K will also be a cover of the entire set with high probability. For us, OP T ≤ f log 3 n. Thus K = O((f log 3 n) f ). For this part of the analysis, we will treat f as constant since their kernelization only works for constant f . The algorithm is as follows. We have a pallet of OP T colors and assign one color to each set in the system using a pairwise hash function. Colors of the sets containing an element defines the color of the element which is a set of at most f colors. Thus the total number of different colors of elements is O(OP T f ). Let C denote the maximum number of color classes. Let those color classes be R 1 , R 2 , .., R C . The kernelization algorithm picks at most log K elements from each color class uniformly at random.
Our algorithm will run the offline pivot selection algorithm on K and return the cover from their in time O(Kf ). After that, it would wait for half of the pivots selected in K to be deleted and then rerun the offline pivot selection again on (updated) K.
Analysis. The update sequence on which the above algorithm is run can again be decomposed into epochs. At the end of each epoch, we run the offline pivot selection algorithm on K. U γ contains the elements of E in γ ⊲ Note that these elements are not covered by any set maintained in the prefix not considered by γ 3: for i = p to total-pivot do 4: check whether pivot[i] is deleted from CheckPivot. If deleted, set count-pivot − −. total-pivot = p − 1 7: consider a random permutation π of U γ 8:
∀e ∈ U γ , uncovered(e) = T RU E 9:
for i = π(1) to π(n) do 10: for e doach set S containing π(i) 11: if S ∈ solution with index l then ⊲ l indicates S was included in solution as part of the lth pivot. We maintain that count. 12: if uncovered(π(i) = T RU E then set it FALSE and set level of π(i), level(π(i)) as l 13: if level(π(i)) > l, set level(π(i)) = l then 14: Include π(i) in S level(π(i)) and E level(π(i)) . Also maintain the count of |E level(π(i)) |
15:
if uncovered(π(i)) then 16: select π(i) as pivot 17: total-pivot + +, pivot[total-pivot] = π(i) and include π(i) with total-pivot in CheckPivot 18: select all the sets in F containing π(i) in the solution. Include each newly selected set in solution along with π(i) and total-pivot.
19:
Include each newly selected set in a hash table solution along with π(i) and total-pivot. remove e t from the sets covering it. Update E accordingly. ⊲ For each such set in solution, go to the corresponding index in E and update. 4: if e t is a pivot then 5: update the count of pivots deleted by one: count-pivot + + 6: update CheckPivot to indicate e t is deleted 7: if count-pivot == ⌊ǫ * total-pivot(i)⌋ then 8: run End of Epoch(i) 1: procedure END OF EPOCH(i) 2: while count-pivot == ⌊ǫ * total-pivot(i)⌋ do 3: Run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix on suffix of length 10 ǫ * log n * length(epoch 1 i ).
4:
for j = 1 to k do ⊲ k is the highest level of epoch 5: if a level j epoch ends then run Random Pivot Selection-Suffix on a suffix of length 10 ǫ * log n times of that epoch's length. 6: Set the next level 1 epoch as i + 1 and its length as 0. Update i = i + 1.
If we started with n elements (with abuse of notation n denotes the number of elements when total-pivot becomes less than the required bound), then call an element "bad" if at the time pivot selection algorithm was run on it, it had at most n 10K 2 log n elements in its color class. Since there are at most K color classes, the total number of bad elements is n 10K log n . We call an epoch bad if it contains only bad elements. Then the total number of such bad epochs is at most n 10K log n . After the end of each of these bad epochs, we spend at most O(Kf ) time with a total time of O(nf log n). This update time can be charged to the initial n elements which must have been inserted at some point.
All the other epochs contain at least one good element. Each good element has at least n 10K 2 log n elements in its color class. Now consider an epoch containing a good element. Since log OP T elements were selected uniformly at random from all these elements to belong to the kernel, the expected number of elements that must be deleted before a good pivot gets deleted is at least n 10K 2 log OP T log n . Therefore, by Markov inequality, P [ An epoch with a "good" pivot has length < K] ≤ 10K 3 log OP T log n n Therefore, the expected number of epochs with a good element but length less than K is at most 10K 3 log OP T log n, and total expected work done during these epochs is 10K 4 f log OP T log n. Hence the total work done during this epoch is more than O(nf log n) is at most 10K 4 log OP T n . Given that OP T = O(log 3 n), this is negligible and the work done during these epochs are also charged to the initial n elements. For all the other epochs the amortized work done is at most O(f log n) deterministically. Thus, we get the following lemma.
Lemma 10. For deletion only stream, if Opt t = O(poly log n), then the amortized update time is O(f log n) with probability 1 − poly log n n .
Note that, we assumed we need to run the offline pivot selection algorithm on the kernel after deleting each element from it. In general, the update time would be even better as we wait longer until half the fraction of pivots selected from the kernel elements get deleted. We also assumed that n elements were inserted initially, and they may be charged.
Fully dynamic stream. We now consider the case when insertions are allowed as well. If the kernelization process requires to keep the inserted element, we include that element in an insertion queue and treat it as part of the kernel (though maintained separately). If the kernelization process does not include the element inserted then we do not care and just add that element to appropriate color class. When an element is deleted from a kernel and the kernel wants to select a previously inserted element which got automatically covered (thus not inserted in the insertion queue), we insert that element to the insertion queue. When an inserted element is deleted from the insertion queue, then we update the kernel with the information only when that element is updated as part of updating the insertion queue. From the property of the kernelization, the size of the insertion queue is at most O(OP T f log OP T ) and moreover the set cover solution on the elements in the kernel and the insertion queue is a set cover for the entire set.
For the elements in the insertion queue, we run Fix the Ordered Suffix algorithm to cover the elements with the high probability changes (section 4.2). We do the following further modification-we stop only when the pivots deleted from the insertion queue is at least 1 4 th of the overall OP T (and not just the optimum of the inserted elements). Since, the insertion queue contains at most O(OP T f log OP T ) elements and the number of pivots deleted within the insertion queue is OP T 4 , we can employ Lemma 9 and the update time is O(f log n) with probability at least 1 − 1 e O(OP T ) . When, the number of pivots deleted from the insertion queue is less than OP T 4 , but overall half of the number of pivots maintained has been deleted, then OP T 4 pivots must be deleted from the original elements with which the algorithm started. In that case, we leave the insertion queue and the solution from it unchanged. We only update the solution from the kernel K as described for only deletion case. For that, we can argue similarly as in the only deletion case. The only case remains is to analyze when the kernel is updated as part of updating the insertion queue. The elements which got deleted from the insertion queue could be responsible for covering some inserted elements (elements inserted after them). If the kernel wants to select such an inserted element now, it goes to the insertion queue as before. Otherwise, they could be responsible for covering some original elements because some original elements in the kernel got deleted subsequently.
In that case, we may need to run the offline pivot selection algorithm on the entire kernel-this is charged to the epoch on which the original element was deleted.
Thus, we obtain for the fully dynamic stream, if Opt t = O(poly log n), then the amortized update time is O(f log n) with probability at least 1 − However, we can also simply run the Fix the Ordered Suffix algorithm (without the high probability modification) on the elements selected in the kernel. Since the kernel size is O(OP T f log OP T ), the total number of levels is O(f log OP T + log log OP T ). Thus from Remark 1 of Section 4.2, over t updates when we are in the low optimum region, the update time spend is O(t * [f log n + f 2 log log n]+ (f log n) O(f ) ) with probability at least 1 −
